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The Organism as a Whole from a Physicochemical Viewpoint.
By Jacques Loeb, M.D., Ph.D., Sc.D., Member of the Rockefeller
Institute for Medical Research. Cloth. Price, $2.50. Pp. 379, with
51 illustrations. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1916.

One of the things which has characterized the development
of modern biologic science has been the adoption by the
workers in this field of the methods of physics, chemistry and
physical chemistry used in the so-called exact sciences. A
more recent and perfectly logical step has been the adoption
of the physicist's mechanistic attitude of mind with regard to
the interpretation of the results obtained from such studies,
not alone for a single physiologic process or the action of an
individual organ, but also for the behavior of the organism as
a whole and, indeed, for the behavior of the species or of the
whole animal kingdom, including what is understood by the
term "adaptation." Loeb sees the organism as primarily and
fundamentally a physicochemical system which, subjected to
various external stimuli, natural or experimental, gives rise
to modes of individual or racial behavior, not essentially
adaptive in their nature but definite and capable of calcula-
tion, so far as the factors involved are known. It is par¬
ticularly fitting that Loeb, who has always stood in the fore
in the use of exact methods in his many and various biologic
researches, should be the one to give expression to this point
of view. His method of treatment is experimental through¬
out. Mendelian heredity, artificial parthenogenesis, the trop-
isms, etc., each "does its bit" in a logical and fascinating
presentation. The general scientific reader will find no better
place in which to review or become acquainted with the pres¬
ent day problems and tendencies of general biology.

The Breast: Its Anomalies, Its Diseases, and Their Treatment.
By John B. Deaver, M.D., LL.D., Sc.D., Professor of the Practice
of Surgery, University of Pennsylvania, and Joseph McFarland, M.D.,
Sc.D., Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology in the Medical Depart-
ment of the University of Pennsylvania, Assisted by J. Leon Herman,
B.S., M.D., Assistant Surgeon to the Methodist Hospital of Phila-
delphia. Cloth. Price, $9 net. Pp. 724, with 285 illustrations.
Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1917.

This covers the field of breast diseases in great detail.
The evolution, involution and surgical anatomy of the normal
breast are first given. A feature of the chapters on congenital
and acquired anomalies is that practically every condition
enumerated is supplemented by photographs of one or more

patients. The article on infections deals especially with con-
ditions which arise in the lactating breast. More than half
of the book is devoted to tumors. Cysts are considered sep-
arately, and an attempt is made to simplify the pathologic
classification which has become so complex in recent years.
Certain forms of true tumors are considered here. Under
nonindigenous tumors are grouped all of the different varieties
arising from connective tissue and consequently not peculiar
to the mammary gland. The chapter on carcinoma is espe-
cially valuable because of the statistical study of a large
series of cases and the consideration of the operative technic.
An interesting chapter on the nonoperative treatment of can-

cer of the breast is contributed by Dr. George E. Pfahler, in
which his extensive experience with the Roentgen ray is given.
The foreign literature has been especially well reviewed, and
a literature index is inserted at the end of the article on each
disease.

Social Medicine, Medical Economics and
Miscellany

REEDUCATION AND REHABILITATION OF
CRIPPLES MAIMED AND OTHERWISE

DISABLED BY WAR
[The following is the statement of Dr. S. I. Franz to the

conference on the reeducation and rehabilitation of maimed,
crippled and otherwise disabled soldiers held under the
auspices of the General Medical Board of the Advisory Com¬mission of the Council .of National Defense.]

The importance of the work looking toward the rehabili¬
tation of the maimed and crippled, using these two terms to
cover the great number of. different kinds of defects which
have been produced, is being appreciated more and more by
the Belgian, English, and French governments, and by the
special physicians and others who have been compelled to
deal with certain of the problems. This is shown both by
the number of institutions which have been established, and
which are being planned, and by the amount of space in the
medical journals which is given to the consideration of the

.various factors involved. More recently there have been
numerous expressions of criticism that these matters were
neglected at the beginning of the war, and many hopes that
more energetic measures would now be taken to deal with
this class which had been neglected.

As the result of previous wars and of accidents in indus¬
trial pursuits numerous crippled and maimed have been pro¬
duced. Except in relatively few cases these individuals have
been permitted to bear their infirmities as well as they could,
and the burden of their support has fallen on their families,
or on the state if they became social parasites, beggars, and
the like.

In many cases these individuals have gravitated to
the poorhouses or to special homes for the crippled, where
they have been supported mostly in idleness. Now, how¬
ever, it is being appreciated that great effort, and as
concerted as is possible, must be made to limit the parasitic
conditions, and to make these relatively incompetents as
competent as possible. For the general welfare of the nation
as a whole, for the comfort and the well-being of the indi¬
viduals, a laissez-faire method of dealing with them cannot,and should not, be tolerated. No matter whether or not
pensions will be provided for partial or for complete support,
humanitarian and social interests demand that something
more shall be done. Efforts must be made to bring about
a functional betterment, for the performance of those opera¬
tions which will make the individual a useful and a pro¬
ductive member of society. On the side of the individual
efforts must be made to prevent the mental attitude of
dependence and of woefulness, and this attitude or tendency
to this attitude must be replaced by one of effort, of pride
in accomplishment, and of self-help.

Statistics are not available regarding the number of those
who require special treatment of the nature of reeducation.
That the number is not a small one, and that in case the
war continues for any length of time for our troops the
number will not be small in these United States, are evi¬
denced by the efforts which are being made in the countries
which have been at war for nearly three years to bring about
a medical and public appreciation of the conditions. The
several conferences of the allied nations at which the dif¬
ferent aspects of the general problems (medical, educational,
scientific, social, etc.) have been discussed have also shown
the need of preparation for many more than are now taken
care of.

Borne has divided these individuals (and has grouped with
them certain others) into three general classes :

1. Those who, with immediate care, can be made almost
perfect. (This group includes those who have been operated
on, but who have been compelled to remain quiet and almost
motionless, and who consequently have also suffered from
muscular atrophies and ankyloses. Here also come the ten¬
don retractions, the defects which are due to adherent bind-
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